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Abstract

Although the term “cult” is usually associated with religious groups, nonreligious cults are receiving increasing attention. This paper examines the common features of cultic groups, in particular the use of thought reform, a process through which indoctrination and behavior changes are brought about in a number of contemporary situations. Several psychotherapy cults are described to illustrate the coordinated programs of exploitative influence and behavior control that characterize these groups.

The term “cult” is often associated with a process that has been given a variety of labels, including “thought reform” (Lifton, 1961), “coercive persuasion” (Schein, 1956, 1961), “brainwashing,” (Hunter, 1953), “mind control” (Langone, 1988), the “systematic manipulation of psychological and social influence” (Singer, 1983), “coordinated programs of coercive influence and behavior control” (Ofshe & Singer, 1986), and “exploitative persuasion” (Singer & Addis, 1991). These terms reflect somewhat varying perspectives or attempts to explain to different audiences a complex and subtle process composed of techniques, tactics, and strategies of social influence long studied by social psychologists, social anthropologists, and marketing researchers (Cialdini, 1984; Nader, 1991; Zimbardo, Ebbesen, & Maslach, 1977). In this paper we will use the term “thought reform” because it is brief, has achieved wide usage in the field, is not easily susceptible to exaggerated interpretations, and succinctly describes what goes on in the process under investigation, i.e., affected individuals, as a result of planned and systematic psychosocial manipulation imposed by others, are led to adopt radically different beliefs and conform their behavior appropriately.

Whereas “thought reform” refers to a particular process of planned and systematic psychosocial manipulation, “cult” refers not to ideological content, as some mistakenly believe, but to certain social structures and relationships that shape the behavior, thoughts, and feelings of members so as to serve the wishes and needs of the leader(s). Thus, a cult may form in any content area: politics, religion, commerce, philosophy, health, science fiction, psychology, etc. That many persons still mistakenly believe that all cults are religious reflects perhaps the publicity religious cults received during the late 1970s and early 1980s. This paper contributes to the dispelling of this misconception by briefly defining “cult,” outlining the basic features of thought reform as it was originally conceived and in its contemporary form, and illustrating these concepts by describing a variety of psychotherapy cults.

Definitional Issues: Cults

Singer (1986) stated that cultic relationships refer to those relationships in which a person intentionally induces others to become totally or nearly totally dependent on him or her for almost all major life decisions, and inculcates in these followers a belief that he or she has some special talent, gift, or knowledge. (p. 270)

A related definition was proposed at a conference sponsored by the UCLA Neuropsychiatric Institute, the American Family Foundation, and the Johnson Foundation:

...a group or movement exhibiting a great or excessive devotion or dedication to some person, idea, or thing, and employing unethically manipulative techniques of persuasion and control (e.g., isolation from former friends and family, debilitation, use of special methods to heighten suggestibility and subservience, powerful group pressures, information management, suspension of individuality or critical judgment, promotion of total dependency on the group and fear of leaving it, etc.) designed to advance the goals of the group’s leaders, to the actual or possible detriment of members, their families, or the community. (Cultism: A conference for scholars and policy makers, 1986)

Cults, then, are likely to exhibit three elements to varying degrees:

→ members’ excessively zealous, unquestioning commitment to the identity and leadership of the group;
→ the induction of dependency through the use of manipulative and exploitative techniques of persuasion and control; and
→ the tendency to harm members, their families, and/or society.

Because cults profess to help members but in actuality exploit them, cults develop a double agenda in which they employ dual set of norms in
Thought Reform: Historical Background

The term "brainwashing" was introduced into our vocabulary, "a colloquial term applied to any technique designed to manipulate human thought or action against the desire, will, or knowledge of the individual" (Encyclopedia Britannica, 1975). Because of sensationalized journalistic accounts, however, "brainwashing" took on a sinister, mysterious connotation. Lifton's (1961) concept of "thought reform," besides being a more accurate translation of the Chinese term than "brainwashing," helped explain, in addition to confessions by internees, the remarkable philosophies and exhibit new behaviors (Chen, 1960; Hinkle & Wolff, 1956; Hunter, 1953; Lifton, 1961; Meerloo, 1951; Sargant, 1951, 1957, 1973; Schein, 1961). Next came the Korean conflict in which United Nations' prisoners of war were subjected to an indoctrination program based on methods growing out of the Chinese thought reform program, combined with other social and psychological influence techniques (Farber, Harlow, & West, 1956; GAP, 1956, 1957; Schein, 1956).

Some investigators (e.g., Barker, 1983) falsely interpret these findings as evidence that thought reform does not occur in groups commonly alleged to be cults. Their grievous error, however, is assuming that thought reform has virtually 100% effectiveness, which no serious researcher has ever claimed. Singer (1986) notes that during this century a series of events has demonstrated that individual autonomy and self-identity are much more fragile than was commonly believed. The Russian purge trials of the 1930s manipulated men and women into falsely confessing to crimes and falsely accusing others of having committed crimes (Mindszenty, 1974). The world press expressed bewilderment and amazement at the phenomenon, but, with few exceptions, soon ceased to pay attention to the phenomenon (Rogge, 1959). The late 1940s and early 1950s witnessed the effects of the revolutionary universities in China and the subjugation of an entire nation to a thought reform program that induced millions to espouse new philosophies and exhibit new behaviors (Chen, 1960; Hinkle & Wolff, 1956; Hunter, 1953; Lifton, 1961; Meerloo, 1951; Sargant, 1951, 1957, 1973; Schein, 1961). Next came the Korean conflict in which United Nations’ prisoners of war were subjected to an indoctrination program based on methods growing out of the Chinese thought reform program, combined with other social and psychological influence techniques (Farber, Harlow, & West, 1956; GAP, 1956, 1957; Schein, 1956).

At that time, the term “brainwashing” was introduced into our vocabulary, “a colloquial term applied to any technique designed to manipulate human thought or action against the desire, will, or knowledge of the individual” (Encyclopedica Britannica, 1975). Because of sensationalized journalistic accounts, however, “brainwashing” took on a sinister, mysterious connotation. Lifton’s (1961) concept of “thought reform,” besides being a more accurate translation of the Chinese term than “brainwashing,” helped explain, in addition to confessions by internees, the remarkable but nonviolent and noncoercive psychological changes produced in Chinese civilians in nonprison settings. Schein’s work (1956, 1961) also clearly demonstrated that neither a prison setting nor physical threats are needed to effect thought reform.

Following the Korean conflict, valuable, though sometimes controversial, psychological research helped illuminate the processes by which individuals could be controlled. Asch’s (1952) conformity studies, Milgram’s (1974) shock experiments, and Zimbardo’s (Zimbardo, Ebbesen, &
Thought Reform: First and Second Generation Programs

Lifton (1961) described “eight psychological themes which are predominant within the social field of the thought reform milieu” (Lifton, 1961, p. 420):

1. milieu control,
2. mystical manipulation,
3. the demand for purity,
4. the cult of confession,
5. the sacred science,
6. loading the language,
7. doctrine over person,
8. the dispensing of existence.

Ofshe and Singer (1986) were the first to distinguish between “first generation of interest programs,” on which Lifton’s work helped illuminate, and “second generation of interest programs,” on which Ofshe and Singer (1986) focused. First generation of interest programs included Soviet and Chinese programs designed to extract false confessions, inculcate desired political and social beliefs, and ensure conformity and obedience to the demands of leaders. The “management” of these state-sponsored, first-generation thought reform programs controlled at the start the material and social sources of feedback and reward/punishment for persons in the program. Through the skillful use of aversive arousal and peer pressure, leaders succeeded in altering the expressed political beliefs and attitudes of targeted persons.

Second generation of interest programs, such as are associated with cultic groups, also tend to be nonviolent and, furthermore, lack the physical power and authority of the state. Therefore, in order to control targets, these programs also have to rely on subterfuge and capitalize on natural areas of overlap between themselves and prospects. Like first generation programs, second generation programs use social influence techniques, tactics, and strategies that are well-documented in social psychological, marketing, and social-anthropological research literature (Cialdini, 1984; Gerstel, 1982; Hawkins, 1980; Hawkins & Wacker, 1983; Mitchell, Mitchell, & Ofshe, 1980; Rebhan, 1983), and psychotherapy groups (Temerlin & Temerlin, 1982, 1986) led to a broader application, and consequent confusion, of the terms “cult” and “thought reform.” We here propose a clarification: cult refers to a particular power structure and thought reform refers to a particular kind of social and psychological influence process. A group practicing thought reform need not necessarily be a cult, but a cult usually will practice thought reform in order to maintain its power structure.

Thought Reform: First and Second Generation Programs

As this academic work proceeded, other significant events rekindled the public’s interest in influence and control processes. Charles Manson’s diabolical control over a group of middle-class youths shocked the world during the early 1970s (Atkins, 1978; Bugliosi & Gentry, 1974; Watkins, 1979). By the mid-1970s, thousands of families in the United States were puzzled and alarmed about the influence a vast array of new gurus, messiahs, and mind-manipulators had over their offspring. Then on November 18, 1978 Jim Jones led 912 followers to death in a Guyanese jungle (Reiterman & Jacobs, 1982). This tragedy brought the concept of thought reform to the attention of the world.

After Jonestown, public interest in cultic groups increased significantly. Initially, most attention focused on religious cults, especially those with bizarre trappings or an exotic, eastern flavor. But as time passed, cultic features attributed to fringe Christian groups (Enroth, 1986), large-group awareness trainings (Cinnamon & Farson, 1979; Finkelstein, Wenegrat, & Yalom, 1982), controversial drug rehabilitation programs (Gerstel, 1982; Hawkins, 1980; Hawkins & Wacker, 1983; Mitchell, Mitchell, & Ofshe, 1980; Rebhan, 1983), and psychotherapy groups (Temerlin & Temerlin, 1982, 1986) led to a broader application, and consequent confusion, of the terms “cult” and “thought reform.” We here propose a clarification: cult refers to a particular power structure and thought reform refers to a particular kind of social and psychological influence process. A group practicing thought reform need not necessarily be a cult, but a cult usually will practice thought reform in order to maintain its power structure.

Thought Reform: First and Second Generation Programs

Lifton (1961) described “eight psychological themes which are predominant within the social field of the thought reform milieu” (Lifton, 1961, p. 420):

1. milieu control,
2. mystical manipulation,
3. the demand for purity,
4. the cult of confession,
5. the sacred science,
6. loading the language,
7. doctrine over person,
8. the dispensing of existence.

Ofshe and Singer (1986) were the first to distinguish between “first generation of interest programs,” on which Lifton’s work helped illuminate, and “second generation of interest programs,” on which Ofshe and Singer (1986) focused. First generation of interest programs included Soviet and Chinese programs designed to extract false confessions, inculcate desired political and social beliefs, and ensure conformity and obedience to the demands of leaders. The “management” of these state-sponsored, first-generation thought reform programs controlled at the start the material and social sources of feedback and reward/punishment for persons in the program. Through the skillful use of aversive arousal and peer pressure, leaders succeeded in altering the expressed political beliefs and attitudes of targeted persons.

Second generation of interest programs, such as are associated with cultic groups, also tend to be nonviolent and, furthermore, lack the physical power and authority of the state. Therefore, in order to control targets, these programs also have to rely on subterfuge and capitalize on natural areas of overlap between themselves and prospects. Like first generation programs, second generation programs use social influence techniques, tactics, and strategies that are well-documented in social psychological, marketing, and social-anthropological research literature (Cialdini, 1984; Gerstel, 1982; Hawkins, 1980; Hawkins & Wacker, 1983; Nader, 1990; Rebhan, 1983; Zimbardo et al., 1977). It is noteworthy that more persons break down psychologically in the second generation of interest thought reform programs, which lack the near-constant personal monitoring of subjects in first generation programs (Hinkle & Wolff, 1956; Lifton, 1961; Ofshe & Singer, 1986; Singer & Ofshe, 1990).

Second generation of interest programs initially present themselves as benevolent, promising to fulfill the needs of prospects. Recruiters shower much attention and other positive reinforcement on prospects. Seemingly intimate and caring conversations enable recruiters to assess the psychological and social states of prospects, to learn about their needs, fears, dependency potential, and actual and possible resistances. Testimonies from group members, credentials (whether valid or bogus) of leaders, attacks on the group’s competitors, and prospects’ favorable reaction to members’ seemingly warm and caring attentiveness tend to support the group’s claim of benevolence and superiority, and to convince prospects that they will benefit by joining the group.

Those prospects who do commit to the group are rarely aware of the subtle techniques of persuasion and control shaping their behavior, thoughts, and feelings. The apparently loving unanimity of the group masks strict rules against private as well as public dissent. Questions are deflected; critical comments are met with smiling pleas of “no negativity,” or some other “thought-terminating cliche,” to use one of Lifton’s terms. If prospects or new members persist in “negativity,” they will be reminded of personal problems, doubts, and guilty memories that they have revealed to leaders. Doubt and dissent are thus interpreted as symptoms of personal deficiency.

Prospects and new members slide down a spiral of increasing dependence on the group. They are often encouraged or ordered to live with other group members. In many cases, they even work with other members. People outside the group are viewed as spiritually, psychologically, or socially inferior, or as impediments to the members’ development. In order to “advance” at a satisfactory pace, members must spend long hours involved in various exercises deemed necessary by the group. In short, members spend more and more time with and under the direction of the group.

To ensure continuation of the group’s rewards (praise, attention, promise of future benefits, etc.), members must implicitly, if not explicitly, acknowledge the group’s authority in defining what is real, good, and true. In order to ensure that this acknowledgment is not mere lip service, the group continually challenges and tests members by establishing extremely high, if not impossible, expectations regarding activities (e.g., fund-raising, recruiting new members) and personal “development” (e.g., to be free of “negative” thoughts and doubts). Because dissent, doubt, and negativity are forbidden, members must project a facade of “happiness” and agreement while struggling to achieve the impossible. Those who fail to project the requisite facade (because, for example, they admit, usually with much guilt, to harboring doubts about the group) are attacked and
punished, sometimes viciously. Those who persist in “failing through honesty” are, by one means or another, driven out of or ejected from the group. Those who succeed, whether without punishment or after punishment, do so because they learn to deceive themselves and others. They learn, much like hypnotic subjects exhibiting trance logic, how to convince themselves that the group is always right, even if it contradicts itself. Increasing isolation from the world outside the group, exhausting attention to activities serving the group, and hours practicing exercises that induce dissociative states (e.g., meditation, chanting, speaking in tongues) facilitate this splitting process, which in certain instances resembles what Lifton (1987) calls “doubling.” Psychological splitting enables members to adapt to the group’s double agenda, i.e., its contradictory sets of social rules. Members find themselves in a “loyalty/betrayal funnel” (MacDonald, 1988): if they remain loyal to their own perceptions about self and world, they betray the group on which they have become inordinately dependent; if they remain loyal to the group, they betray their own perception of what is real, good, and true. Dissent thus places members in a “funnel” from which there is no escape and which leads inevitably to betrayal either of themselves or the group. Hence, second-generation thought reform programs “attack the core sense of being — the central self-image, the very sense of realness and existence of the self. In contrast, the attack of first-generation programs is on a peripheral property of self, one’s political and social views” (Ofshe & Singer, 1986, p. 18). If second-generation programs, which operate in free, open societies, did not attack central elements of members’ selves, they would not survive. Information from outside the group would neutralize peripheral political and social indoctrination, much as it did to thought reform victims when they were released from captivity in Korea, China, and elsewhere.

**Psychotherapy Cults: Case Examples**

**General Background**

Psychotherapy cults may arise from the distortion and corruption of long-term individual therapy (Temerlin and Temerlin, 1982; Conason and McGarrahan, 1986) or group psychotherapy (Hochman, 1984), or may be started by a variety of nonprofessionals (West and Singer, 1982; Singer, 1983, 1986). Leaders of groups reported on here ranged from college faculty members to a paroled felon with less than a high school education. The authors have independently studied 22 psychotherapy cults over recent years. The groups ranged in size from 15 persons to two groups which at their peak had more than 300 members. The larger of these two groups had 350 live-in and 400 peripheral members. The groups have existed from 5 to 25 years, and all but one are still in existence. Fifteen were led by professionally trained persons (psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers) who as time went on tended to raise former patients to “therapist” status in the groups. Seven were run by nonprofessionals (ranging from former clerks to convicted felons). The “therapists” were, with one exception, Caucasian. The patients were primarily middle class to upper middle class Caucasion with some college or advanced degrees. The groups were located in six states.

**Method**

Traditional methods of field research in the behavioral sciences were followed. Personal interviews were conducted with as many informants from a group as were available. Documents (legal, media, in-house papers and published writings) were examined. When available, tapes made by the group leaders and group members while they were still in the group were reviewed. When possible, multiple informants were interviewed. Although in a few instances only one or two members of a group were available for study, as many as thirty-seven informants from one group were interviewed. Interviews ranged from two hours to dozens of hours per group. Some persons came to two of the authors for therapy; some were met in the context of litigation; some were sought out because of community knowledge of their experiences. Many persons whom we interviewed were excluded from this report because they had been the victims of abusive, illegal, or aberrant therapy practices in a setting that did not meet the definition of a cult. Dr. Temerlin interviewed and/or treated 38 persons (17 in long-term psychotherapy). Dr. Singer interviewed and/or treated 82 persons.

**Professionally-Led Cults**

Trainees as followers. The senior author studied a cultic group that evolved when a psychiatrist and his wife offered their clinic as a supervision placement for students working on advanced degrees in psychology and counseling. The trainees are induced to move onto the property owned by the couple, to get money from their families for therapy with the man and wife, and to follow only this one form of therapy in other field-work placements. The couple induces followers to believe that only this therapy can save them and the world. The patient-trainees are induced to get younger siblings to move in and pay for therapy and to recruit other trainees at their schools to join the “movement.” The group has grown and moved to a rural setting where they are involved in running a residential treatment program for severely psychotic patients. The followers maintain the property, care for the psychotics, attempt to recruit other trainees and patients, and, as in the groups Temerlin and Temerlin studied (see below), are compiling and attempting to edit the taped ramblings of the leaders.

---

Temerlin and Temerlin. In 1982 Temerlin and Temerlin reported on five bizarre groups of mental health professionals which were formed when five teachers of psychotherapy consistently ignored ethical prohibitions against multiple relationships with clients. Patients became their therapists’ friends, lovers, relatives, employees, colleagues, and students. Simultaneously they became “siblings” who bonded together to admire and support their common therapist. (p. 131)

The imporperities of role violations by the therapists were compounded by their use of indirect, deceptive, and coercive influence techniques which led patients to comply with therapists’ wishes. These therapists violated ethical prohibitions against forming exploitative relationships with clients, misusing therapeutic techniques, and manipulating therapeutic relationships to the advantage of the therapists. These cults were formed when professionals deviated from an ethically based, fee-for-service, confidential relationship with clients and brought clients together to form cohesive, psychologically incestuous groups. Leaders were idolized rather than transferences studied and understood. Instead of personal autonomy being encouraged, patients were led into submissive, obedient, dependent relationships with their therapists. Their thinking eventually resembled what Hoffer saw in the “True Believers” (1951) and what Lifton (1961) termed “totalistic.” That is, the clients were induced to accept uncritically their therapists’ theories, to grow paranoid toward the outside world, to limit relationships and thinking to the elite world created by the cult-producing therapists, and to selflessly devote themselves to their therapists. The groups studied by Temerlin and Temerlin varied in size from 15 to 75 members and existed from 10 to 15 years.

**The Sullivanians.**
For some years the media have reported the allegations made by former members of a New York group called the Sullivanians. The allegations, usually brought out in child custody suits, have been presented in the press since at least 1975 (Black, 1975). Recently, nearly identical allegations have been presented in other custody cases (Conason & McGarrahan, April 22, 1986; Henican, 1988; Lewin, 1988; McMorris, June 3, 1988; Reed, 1988; Span, 1988). Lewin (1988) stated:

Lewin (1988) further reports that group members — even those who are married to each other — live in apartments with more than a dozen roommates of the same sex and are encouraged to sleep with a different member of the opposite sex each night.

The group reportedly began in 1957 when a group of dissident therapists broke away from the William Alanson White Institute, which had been founded by Harry Stack Sullivan. Interviews with twelve former members of the group and an examination of legal documents (Dobash v. Bray, 1985; Sprecher v. Sprecher, 1985) and media reports, such as those cited earlier, revealed that what had started out as a therapy center evolved into a psychotherapy collective and finally into a cultic organization that controlled almost all areas of so-called “patients’” lives. Litigation between former and current members is still in progress in the New York Supreme Court (Dobash v. Bray, 1985; Sprecher v. Sprecher, 1985).

Center for Feeling Therapy. Hochman (1984), writing about a now defunct school of psychotherapy, the Center for Feeling Therapy, described the many iatrogenic symptoms he found in former clients and patients who had been members of this group:

This group, which lasted approximately ten years, consisted of 350 patients living near one another and sharing homes in the Hollywood district of Los Angeles. Hundreds more were nonresident outpatients, and others communicated with “therapists” by letter. (Some therapists were licensed, others allegedly were patients assigned to be therapists.) Maximum benefit supposedly came only to residents, and patients were led to see themselves as the potential leaders of a therapy movement that would dominate the 21st century. The leaders promulgated a “theory” which maintained that individuals function with “reasonable insanity.” But if they learn to “go 100%” in five areas — expression, feeling, activity, clarity, and contact — they can put aside their “old images” and become “sane,” which was defined as the “full experiencing of feelings.” This latter, ambiguous objective was purported to be the attainment of the next stage in human evolution (Mithers, August 1988).

Numerous legal actions (Hart et al. v. McCormack et al., 1985; Raines et al. v. Center Foundation, 1985; State of California, Board of Behavioral Science Examiners v. Cirincione, 1985; State of California, Psychology Examining Committee, Division of Allied Health Professions, Board of Medical Quality Assurance v. Corriere, Gold, Hart, Hopper and Karle, 1985; State of California, Board of Medical Quality Assurance, Department of Consumer Affairs’ Board of Medical Quality Assurance v. Woldenberg, 1985; Timnick, April 21, 1986, September 30, 1987) concern the Center for Feeling Therapy. In her work on several of these cases, Dr. Singer interviewed 37 former members of this group and studied 92 affidavits, countless legal documents, and dozens of hours of taped therapy sessions. Dr. Temerlin also interviewed a number of former members and studied the cited collateral sources. (The exact number is not known as Dr. Temerlin died before this paper was completed.)

In these legal cases, which are cited above, defendants were charged with extreme departures from the standards of psychology, the standards of medicine, and the standards of psychotherapeutic care, including the following allegations:

- Created a sense of powerlessness in purported patients by stripping them of social support (friendship, kinship, ordinary environment, central occupational roles, wealth) and psychological confidence (through ridicule and creating states of physical exhaustion), and then enforced massive new learning demands through a reward/punishment mechanism (including threatened loss of status, anxiety and guilt manipulations, and physical punishment, as well as sexual harassment).
- Utilized racial, religious, and ethnic slurs, physical and verbal humiliation, physical, especially sexual abuse, threats of insanity and violence, and enforced states of physical and mental exhaustion.
- Represented to Center patients that they should hate and blame their parents for making the patients “crazy,” give up their children for adoption, and have abortions, ostensibly because Center members were too “crazy” to be parents.
- Engaged in sexual intimacies with patients, beat and caused patients to be beaten by other patients, allowed and encouraged nonlicensed “therapists” to conduct unsupervised therapy sessions.
- Clients were instructed to strip to their underwear and stand in a “stress position” with legs bent for an hour-and-a-half.
- Collected “donations” running into thousands of dollars from individual patients for the proposed building of a gym on the Center grounds but used the money to buy a ranch with other therapists in Arizona.
- Patients were made to stand naked in front of groups; patients were ordered to inspect the genitals of other patients in front of groups.
- A male patient, who wanted to return to college to study music rather than work as a mechanic in a Center business, was made to wear diapers, sleep in a crib, and eat baby food for eight weeks because his therapist said the patient wanted to live his life like a baby.

Timnick (1986), calling the Center “a once-trendy therapeutic community,” reported that the above legal hearings have “become the longest, costliest, and most complex psychotherapy malpractice case in California history” (p. 3). More than 100 former patients filed complaints of fraud,
Nonprofessional Therapy Cults

The second group was begun by a parolee described as a middle-class, fortyish man who had learned confrontational attack therapy while in a prison. The parolee, who called himself “Dr. Tim,” was based upon “primal scream” techniques, the other upon confrontational attack therapy of a type often labeled a “Synanon-clone” program.

Case One.

The first man operated out of a second floor apartment in a busy metropolitan neighborhood. He recruited from nearby coffee houses, bookstores, and diners by approaching single males and females and inviting them to have coffee and talk with him about his “therapy.” Sometimes he used posters offering free lectures on “sex, psychology, and loneliness.” His street smarts, con-artist skills, and jargon combined to convey intense seductiveness. He secured detailed histories in private sessions, later using that material in group sessions to demonstrate how “pained and damaged” each person was. He charged modest fees for initial meetings, but over time developed costly “intensives.” He assembled extensive information about each person’s financial status, family, “hang-ups,” and social contacts. He combined this information with his own interpretations of primal scream techniques to strip individuals of their defenses and make them increasingly dependent on him. About fifteen persons lived in the group, which he promised would cure and free them. Ex-members claim that they and the group who still cling to Dr. Tim’s memory have been permanently damaged.

No criticism or complaints were tolerated by Tim, as such indicated “being in your head,” rather than “in your feelings.” Anything other than feeling was labeled “being in your stuff” and, therefore, an indication of your mental disorder.

In an initial individual therapy session, Dr. Tim privately diagnosed each new member as showing covert signs of a severe mental illness (e.g., paranoid schizophrenia, manic-depression) and announced that only he could cure the person.

In group sessions members were confronted, humiliated, and chastised by him as “dumb, stupid, and crazy.” They were told that their parents, especially their mothers, had caused their mental illness and they were to “dissociate” from them, except as sources of money for therapy. All phone calls involving parents were surreptitiously taped and played in group therapy sessions to demonstrate how harmful parents were to the patients.

Therapy included replacing intellectual careers with menial physical labor, ostensibly “to learn about the body, to have Zen experiences, and to learn to feel.” It also appears, however, that Dr. Tim wanted house and yard servants.

Additionally, the amounts and regularity of LSD he encouraged followers to use impaired attendance and performance at many jobs. Furthermore, low-paying jobs in nearby motels and resorts made it very difficult for “patients” to accrue money and flee the group. Dr. Tim also indoctrinated members to believe that the group was all the “family” and friends they needed. After all, he maintained, they lived in a big house and had access to cars, sex, and therapy such as is not available elsewhere.

Since Dr. Tim claimed that families were harmful, he broke up and prevented marriages, had children raised by “the group” and not the mothers. He also promoted homosexual as well as heterosexual contacts. He desensitized males by having four or five men live in a bedroom together and mutually masturbate. Then he introduced as a yoga practice having the men lie on the floor with one middle finger in their mouth and the other middle finger in another man’s anus while the same was done to them. While supervising these sessions, Dr. Tim would berate the men, who were bewildered because he had prescribed the practice. Dr. Tim had sexual liaisons with many of the women, several men, and certain teenage girls whose single parents were in the group. One nine-year-old girl reportedly was kept in her room for the major portion of three years, with group members often forgetting her food because they were “stoned” on drugs. Dr. Tim owned all property and cars and often used material he had learned in individual therapy sessions as leverage to cause patients to turn property and possessions over to him.

Soon after moving back to the West Coast, a number of followers left. Some went to legal authorities, only to learn that Dr. Tim had not kept up his licensure or insurance. Dr. Tim died of cancer shortly after returning to the West Coast. A small group of his former “patients” still live near one another and meet to extoll his virtues and wonder why their lives have “never worked.” Their confusion continues twenty years after Dr. Tim started the group, which he promised would cure and free them. Ex-members claim that they and the group who still cling to Dr. Tim’s memory have been lastingly damaged.

Nonprofessional Therapy Cults

Parolees on the East Coast developed two psychological cults in states that have no laws regulating psychological practices. The men drew upon their own group therapy experiences during incarceration to develop restrictive, cultic groups when they returned to their communities. One group was based upon “primal scream” techniques, the other upon confrontational attack therapy of a type often labeled a “Synanon-clone” program.

Case Two.

The second group was begun by a parolee described as a middle-class, fortyish man who had learned confrontational attack therapy while in a prison. He had clients move into his house. He charged them a monthly therapy fee plus room and board and directed their lives. Dr. Tim and most of his followers fled overseas together from an eastern state when legal charges were filed against him, including accusations that he engaged in sex with minors. The group lived communally for about seven years, until once again similar legal charges threatened the leader. The group moved a third time, returning to a western state.

Once developed, the group averaged forty members, including a few children. There was a fair turnover in membership during the thirteen years the group existed even though Dr. Tim warned that leaving him would cause them to lead lives of mental suffering. Patients recruited replacements for anyone who left. Leaving was difficult, however, as Dr. Tim sent the largest men in the group to retrieve anyone who left and who could be located. Persons who tried to leave openly were physically restrained.

Dr. Tim told clients that he was “more enlightened than Jesus…and had created the ultimate therapy, combining Freud, Zen, Kundalini yoga, and LSD.” The latter, he said, was to “override their egos.”

Civil cases have settled for more than six million dollars on behalf of former clients (Timnick, 1987).

“Dr. Tim.” A forty-year-old, divorced, licensed, clinical psychologist developed a cultic following in 1971, a portion of which still exists even though he has been dead several years. Dr. Tim had clients move into his house. He charged them a monthly therapy fee plus room and board and directed their lives. Dr. Tim and most of his followers fled overseas together from an eastern state when legal charges were filed against him, including accusations that he engaged in sex with minors. The group lived communally for about seven years, until once again similar legal charges threatened the leader. The group moved a third time, returning to a western state.

Once developed, the group averaged forty members, including a few children. There was a fair turnover in membership during the thirteen years the group existed even though Dr. Tim warned that leaving him would cause them to lead lives of mental suffering. Patients recruited replacements for anyone who left. Leaving was difficult, however, as Dr. Tim sent the largest men in the group to retrieve anyone who left and who could be located. Persons who tried to leave openly were physically restrained.
Concluding Comments

The personality, character traits, and fantasy lives of the leaders of such cultic groups appear to color and direct the paths a particular group takes.

professional careers. In many cases, the resulting drop in income rendered followers even more dependent on the leader.

Some, but not all, of the leaders widely promulgated the “getting out of your head” notion and, consequently, had followers drop technical or psychology and pop-psychology and to make unlimited claims for personal powers and skills. Thus, they constantly denigrated parents, marriage, and social lives of his “clients,” and has them spend their vacations with him in a suburban plot they have helped finance in his name.

Case three.

In another state, a man dropped his business career and began a cult composed primarily of airline flight attendants. He has participated in many encounter, sensitivity, and large group awareness training programs, and has had considerable personal therapy. He has read widely in “pop” psychology and skillfully uses various psychotherapy, interviewing, interpretative, confrontational, and defense-stripping techniques. He frequented restaurants near a local airport late at night. With a cup of coffee and the evening paper, he would politely approach a uniformed, female flight attendant who was eating alone and ask to share her table. Explaining that he was a single parent caring for his young children who were at home with a sitter, he inquired about the woman’s career and family and did a quick screening interview to locate lonely, vulnerable, trusting women. He made no sexual overtures, but as the woman was finishing her meal he wrote his address and phone number on a card and said in effect, “Tomorrow evening some friends are dropping by. I’ll be giving a little talk summarizing some of the reading and reflecting on psychology that I’ve been doing lately and have a few snacks and drinks for my friends. Please drop by if you can.” He eventually induced a number of women to move into his large home, pay rent, make “donations” for the group “lectures,” and receive psychological “counseling” from him. Eventually he induced his live-in “patients,” whom he counseled intensively, to limit their social life to the group and avoid former friends, family, and lovers. He met individually with each woman, repeatedly “analyzing” her past negative experiences and developing an intense “transference” relationship in which he was able to get each woman increasingly dependent on him. While there has been a turnover in membership, he has managed to develop a coterie of several long-term women followers who, when they are in town, are given the honor of being his lovers, baby-sitters, and housekeepers. The women more on the periphery are subjected to intense “uncovering” sessions in which he interprets their motivations and seeks to evoke intense “cathartic” results. Those who move more centrally into his domain replace those who move out.

Case four.

Yet another cultic group was started about eight years ago by Ray, a man with no credentials. He has maintained a group averaging about 30 members during this period. A major portion of these followers are psychologists and graduate trainees in psychology. Ray attracts these professionals through widely publicized advertisements for seminars on empowerment. He states that he will teach them how to “merge, transform, and marry (their) own experience.” He claims he is “totally free, and if you want freedom badly enough, the universe just lays down at your feet.” He sells three-week basic trainings, usually held at attractive vacation resorts, in which he promises ways to “constantly recreate the self...how to bring no agendas with you and be totally free.” These skills in personal “being” are promised to make participants better therapists and “free” persons.

Ray selectively recruits certain attendees of the seminars to move to his home near a large city where he avers that they will “transform, loosen up, learn to surrender, be in service, and get off their holding positions, and will learn to trust.” Importantly enough, he has a “trust fund” to which followers are urged to contribute “cash only, no checks, no credit cards.”

After they move in, Ray tells his followers that they are “losers who should surrender their lives to him as he is the Master Guide.” Since most are professionals and from other states, they often have difficulty getting jobs because of licensing and other problems. Thus, most are forced to work at low-paying jobs or to borrow money in order to partake of Ray’s offerings.

Followers who leave report a constant pressure to be “new and active,” even as Ray tells them they are losers and puts them through odd and degrading “treatments.” These persons report that while they were in the group they were depressed, demoralized, and chronically anxious about how to “be.” Their self-esteem was crushed, and they felt dependent, wrong, and anxiously looking to Ray for behavioral clues. The predominant atmosphere of the group was a contrast between Ray’s high energy and their dependent, used role. Former followers describe Ray as seeming to be the most innocent, the most tender, and yet the most ruthless man they ever met. He berates his followers to “recreate yourself by transforming, merging, and indulging — marry that experience. I’m going to empower you.”

One experienced psychologist in his late thirties gave up his administrative career in a reputable clinic to be in the group for several years. He remarked, “Somehow when I was around him, I lost my sense of self; I lost all my knowledge, all my diagnostic skills. I failed to recognize a brilliant psychopath had control over me.” The group continues to thrive, and Ray now has two large facilities to house followers.

Concluding Comments

The groups reported on here, whether started by trained therapists or nonprofessionals, grew out of the leaders’ assuming multiple and controlling roles over the lives of so-called patient-followers. The leaders of these psychotherapy cults seemed to corrupt and exaggerate “trendy” notions in psychology and pop-psychology and to make unlimited claims for personal powers and skills. Thus, they constantly denigrated parents, marriage, and the family unit and extolled the raw expression of “feelings” while putting down intellect and reason as hindrances to personal growth.

Some, but not all, of the leaders widely promulgated the “getting out of your head” notion and, consequently, had followers drop technical or professional careers. In many cases, the resulting drop in income rendered followers even more dependent on the leader.

The personality, character traits, and fantasy lives of the leaders of such cultic groups appear to color and direct the paths a particular group takes.
Several high-energy, glib, psychopath-like leaders, for example, created groups that they stirred into continual activity. In one case, a leader told a follower to move his residence 25 times in two months. In other cases, such as Dr. Tim's homosexual group sessions, the leader slowly desensitized the members' consciences and inhibitions in order to persuade them to take up conduct and values that enabled the leader to live out his fantasies, such as being a powerful person, being above the law, not having to earn a living, being cared for by devoted followers, indulging in unbridled sexual acts, etc. Temerlin and Temerlin's early work involving trained therapists functioning as cult leaders (Temerlin & Temerlin, 1982, 1986) identified the major features of the psychotherapy cults reported on here. They wrote:

> charismatic psychotherapists can so manipulate the therapeutic relationship that they produce groups which function much like destructive religious cults. ...The techniques used by cult therapists. ... a) increase dependence, b) increase isolation, c) reduce critical thinking capacity, and d) discourage termination of therapy. (Temerlin & Temerlin, 1986, p. 234)

Subsequent research, reported on here, extended Temerlin & Temerlin's findings to psychotherapy cults produced by nonprofessionals. Like other types of cults, psychotherapy cults tend to employ coordinated programs of exploitative influence and behavioral control in order to subjugate members to the needs and wishes of leaders. These groups well illustrate the processes that characterize a thought reform program, and they clearly show how leaders attack and undermine followers' sense of self, thereby depriving them of the capacity to make autonomous, informed judgments about the world and themselves.
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Woman convicted in cult-related slaying of boyfriend

March 30, 2019

STROUDSBURG, Pa. (AP) — A woman has been convicted of killing her boyfriend, which she said she asked him to do because of issues with an online cult. Jurors in Monroe County deliberated for nine hours before convicting 42-year-old Barbara Rogers of third-degree murder Friday in the death of 32-year-old Steven Mineo.

WHO considers adding 'parental alienation' to new diagnostic guide

March 30, 2019

Avis Favaro Medical Specialists/Citizen TV

An emerging mental health issue in which one parent turns a child against the other parent could be added to the international standard for diagnoses next year. "Parental alienation" may be among an updated list of diseases and related health problems when the World Health Organization votes to accept the 11th edition of the International Classification of Diseases.

Woman convicted of stealing millions for church to stand one more trial

March 29, 2019

Mikhail Telekhov/RAPSIM

A former member of the Church at Carson City accused of spray-painting words like "cult" on a wall of a Jewish temple has agreed to a plea deal.

Prosecutors: Michael Avenatti wanted in on Upstate NY 'sex cult' case

March 28, 2019

The Associated Press

An already bizarre case accusing a secretive self-help group in upstate New York of engaging in sex-trafficking took another strange turn Wednesday thanks to firebrand attorney Michael Avenatti and a courtroom scene caused by a wealthy defendant he's trying to represent.

Avenatti intrigue dominates at hearing on cult-like NXIVM

March 28, 2019

AMANDA OTTAWAY/Courthouse News Service

Seagram's liquor heiress Clare Bronfman, it was confirmed Wednesday that Michael Avenatti met with the government on Bronfman's behalf just days before the lawyer himself was charged with trying to extort $20 million from Nike.

Social justice a strong motivator for local atheist groups

March 25, 2019

GEOFF McMASTER Folio March 21, 2019

Edmonton has become a provincial hub of sorts for atheist groups with a social justice agenda, according to new research at the University of Alberta.

Homicide Trial: Woman Claims Online Alien Cult Led to Deadly Shooting

March 25, 2019

Carmella Mataloni/WNEP

Barbara Rogers arrives at Monroe County Courthouse on the first day of her trial. She is accused of shooting and killing her boyfriend, Steven Mineo, back in 2017 at their home near Tobyhanna. Rogers claims Mineo wanted her to kill him because of problems with an online cult @WNEPSTROUDSBURG PA. — A...

Social justice a strong motivator for local atheist groups

March 25, 2019

GEOFF McMASTER Folio March 21, 2019

Edmonton has become a provincial hub of sorts for atheist groups with a social justice agenda, according to new research at the University of Alberta.

Jury Break: Interview with Patrick Ryan

March 23, 2019
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Social justice a strong motivator for local atheist groups

March 25, 2019

AMANDA OTTAWAY

GEOFF McMASTER Folio March 21, 2019

Edmonton has become a provincial hub of sorts for atheist groups with a social justice agenda, according to new research at the University of Alberta.

Participate in research on the difference between religious instruction and religious indoctrination and how these pedagogies the rights of the child

March 16, 2019

The purpose of this anonymous questionnaire is to develop a clearer understanding of religious indoctrination and how it affects children and adults who perceived they experienced it growing up. The questionnaire arises from the work of Dr Janet Goodall and Joy Cranham, in the Department of Education, at the University of Bath. There are ten questions in...

Ex-church member takes plea deal for 'cult' vandalism

March 16, 2019

News @March 14, 2019 CARSON CITY, Mich. (WOOD) — A former member of the Church of Carson City accused of spray-painting words like "cult" on property tied to the church has agreed to a plea deal.

Former psychiatric nurse expected to plead guilty to co-founding sex cult that branded women

March 16, 2019

Others charged in the case include Salzman’s daughter, Lauren Salzman; Clare Bronfman, Seagram heiress, Allison Mack, from television series, ‘Smallville’/Barry Meier/National Post

The New York Times

March 13, 2019

NEW YORK — Nancy Salzman was known to her followers as "Prefect." She was a co-founder of Nxivm, a cultlike group near Albany, New York, in which women were...
Chamber boss Simon Williams quits over Universal Medicine cult claims  March 16, 2019
BBC NewsMarch 13, 2019The president of a Chamber of Commerce has stood down from his role following a BBC investigation into a cult which he is a follower of.Simon Williams owns the Lighthouse home of the UK HQ of Universal Medicine, which teaches people are sexually abused due to past life actions.BBC Inside Out West […]

Victim advocates ecstatic after Utah Senate passes polygamy refugees reparations bill March 15, 2019
MARK SHENEFELTStandard-ExaminerMarch 14, 2019SALT LAKE CITY — Utahns who flee polygamy will become eligible for crime victims’ reparations if Gov. Gary Herbert signs a bill passed by the state Senate Wednesday.The measure adds bigamy to the list of crimes that can qualify victims for grants from the Utah Office for Victims of Crime. The office […]

Appeals court reinstates lawsuit filed by former polygamous sect members against their old lawyers March 15, 2019
Nate CarlisleSalt Lake TribuneMarch 14, 2019Former members of the polygamous Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints have provided enough evidence of misdeeds by their old lawyers for parts of a lawsuit to proceed, the U.S. 10th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled Thursday. The former sect members must still prove their case in a Salt […]

J.R. "Bob" Dobbs and The Church of the SubGenius': Film Review | SXSW 2019 March 15, 2019
John DeForeHollywood ReporterMarch 14, 2019Sandy K. Boone tells the surprising tale of a Texas-born fake religion whose imaginary leader is named Bob. I first learned of the Church of the SubGenius in a small counterculture bookstore near the Austin coffeeshops and street corners where Richard Linklater had just filmed Slacker. It was in a building […]

After Falling For A Man Outside The Jehovah's Witnesses, I'm Learning To Balance Love And Faith March 15, 2019
HUFFPOSTTHE BLOGMarch 15, 2019Poet and storyteller Jeni De La O tells her story of secret love, being 'disfellowed' from her faith, and the way back, as part of a collaboration between The Moth and HuffPost UKIt was my 33rd birthday. I don't celebrate my birthday, because I'm one of Jehovah's Witnesses, but I know it's […]

Police charge owner of Valley psychic business with theft from nonprofit March 14, 2019
Francis ScarcellaDaily Itemfscarcelle@dailyitem.comMarch 14, 2019SUNBURY — The owner of a Valley energy healing and psychic readings business faces felony theft charges after Sunbury police say she stole $13,192 from nonprofit organization Parent to Parent. Jessica Mena, 40, of Old Farm Lane, Milton, was arrested and charged with five felony counts of theft by deception, access fraud, […]

Spiritual leader of alleged New York sex cult hit with child porn charges March 14, 2019
Keith Raniere was already facing allegations that he coerced women to have sex with him and brand his initials into their flesh. NBCNews.comMarch 13, 2019By Adam Reiss and Rich SchapiroThe spiritual leader of an alleged New York sex cult was hit with child pornography charges Wednesday, escalating a case that already featured allegations of female "slaves" forced […]

Indonesia sees rise in number of self-proclaimed prophets promising to save the nation March 13, 2019
ABC NewsMarch 13, 2018By Erwin Renaldi It is a time of purported visions and miracles for tens of thousands of Indonesians, as the world's most populous Muslim nation experiences a rise in the number of self-proclaimed prophets thanks to social media.Key points:- Many self-proclaimed prophets claim they have received revelations directly from God and angels- The rise […]
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Maybe you think this is just a ploy to get your attention, or an exaggeration to ridiculous lengths but let us examine what a cult is and see if psychotherapy fits. (Some of these ideas were inspired by a new book by Kramer and Alstad: The Guru Papers, and from my own forthcoming book: Beyond Belief). So what are the markings of a cult and a guru who runs it? Absolute authority and someone without faults. The leader is a know it all, who runs your life and tells you how to live. Who demands obedience. Psychotherapy Cults - an Ethical Analysis. Psychotherapy of a Casualty from a Mass Therapy Encounter Group. Psychotherapy With Ex-Cultists. Questionnaire for Former Cult Members: Results. Questionnaire Study Preliminary Report.